Emergency Extraction Information for Aircraft
N232X

Aircraft Type: CAP 232
Registration: N232X
Pilot Name: DAVID MARTIN
Date: 7/15/2013
Electrical/Ignition System
N232X

Aircraft Type: CAP 232
Registration: N232X
Pilot Name: DAVID MARTIN
Date: 07/15/2013
Aircraft Type: CAP 232
Registration: N232X
Pilot Name: DAVID MARTIN
Date: 07/15/2013
Fuel System
N232X

Aircraft Type: CAP 232
Registration: N232X
Pilot Name: DAVID MART.IN
Date: 07/15/2013
Battery location and Fuel System

Aircraft Type: CAP 232
Registration: N232X
Pilot Name: DAVID MARTIN
Date: 07/15/2013
CAP 232 General Description

General construction:

Wings: Carbon Fiber
Fuselage: Wood with fabric covering

Fuel type: 100LL (avgas)
Fuel during performance: 16 gallons

Electrical system: 12 volt
Battery type: Sealed leadacid

Aircraft Type: CAP 232
Registration: N232X
Pilot Name: DAYID MARTIN
Date: 07/15/2013